THE BRICK ON THE SOUTH STAIR CORE IS NEARING COMPLETION. LAST WEEK J&S MASONRY BEGAN TO MOVE TO THE NORTH END AND STARTED PLACING BRICK IN THE GARAGE.
INSULPRO COMPLETED MOST OF THE INSTALLATION OF THE TRESPA PANELS ON THE NORTHEAST CORNER. DAHL GLASS ALSO BEGAN TO INSTALL THE FRAMING FOR THE CURTAINWALL OVER THE LOW ROOF.
THE FLOORING ON LEVEL 2 IS MOSTLY COMPLETED BESIDES THE CORRIDOR. DIVISION 9 WILL BE MOVING UP TO LEVEL 3 AND BEGIN TO LAY DOWN FLOORING SOON.

“PEOPLE GROW THROUGH EXPERIENCE IF THEY MEET LIFE HONESTLY AND COURAGEOUSLY. THIS IS HOW CHARACTER IS BUILT.” - ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
THE PAINTERS HAVE MOVED UP TO LEVEL 4. PEDERSON PAINTING IS ALSO PRESSURE WALKING THE EAST ANNEX IN PREPARATION FOR PAINT IN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS.
SAFETY WEEK

This week is National Safety Week. Everyday the project had a presentation and lunch or coffee and donuts on site.

Monday EC Electrical gave a presentation on electrical safety.

On Tuesday United Rentals gave a presentation on “Ladders Last.”
SAFETY WEEK

ON WEDNESDAY ACME BROUGHT MILWAUKEE AND GAVE A DEMONSTRATION ON FALL PROTECTION.

THURSDAY TITAN GAVE A PRESENTATION ON TRENCHING AND EXCAVATION SAFETY.

FRIDAY WALSH GAVE A LESSON ON HOW TO WRITE A WORK PLAN.
"THE ONLY PERSON YOU ARE DESTINED TO BECOME IS THE PERSON YOU DECIDE TO BE." – RALPH WALDO EMERSON
SAXTON BRADLEY IS INSTALLING THE LAB CASEWORK ON LEVEL 2 WHICH CAN BE SEEN IN THE PHOTOS ABOVE.
THANK YOU FOR READING

PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR REGIONAL OFFICE’S WEBSITE

http://www.walshgroup.com/seattle.html